In January 2020, our 16 year old daughter was diagnosed with Alopecia
Aerata. This is not part of our family history and we had no inkling as to why
this was happening to her. Being a 16 year old girl and losing all of your hair
was devastating. When she was supposed to start dating, spending time with
friends, learning to drive, she was being forced into a very difficult life altering
diagnosis. As parents it was heartbreaking to know we couldn't fix this for her
and to watch her struggle.
We began the traditional treatments our pediatricians and dermatologists
recommended and were told of the side effects or long term effects she could
experience while taking these medicines. She endured blood draws regularly
and different treatments with no results. One evening she decided she was
finished, she didn't want any more medications and wanted to see what would
happen if she just stopped and waited. I understood, but I also knew I
couldn't give up trying to help her. I started doing research online and looking
for treatments that were all natural and I found the Shmuel Gonen Hair
Treatment Institute. I read some research papers online about the product,
watched some U-Tube videos with other parents and children Mr. Gonen
helped and I wanted to hear more. I contacted the institute and set up a time
to talk to Mr. Gonen.
Mr. Gonen determined that our daughter would be a great candidate for his
treatment and we immediately began his plan of attack on this horrible
disease. I thought it would cost a lot of money, but it didn't matter because we
wanted to help our daughter. Turns out the treatment was very affordable and
feasible. Within weeks of starting the treatments we could see hair coming
through and it just continued to get better and better. Now 14 months later,
our daughter has a full head of hair and is regaining her self esteem and can
smile again when she looks in the mirror and sees the amazing results. We
truly can't thank Mr. Gonen enough, in our eyes he's the miracle our daughter
needed and deserved. We would recommend him to anyone and have
actually passed his name to some hair stylists we know and have told our
pediatrician about him. Our daughter is confident now knowing that if her hair
ever begins to fall out again, she knows there is help. As a parent, there are
no words to adequately thank someone who guides your child through
darkness and back into sunlight. We will be forever grateful.

